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Abstract

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) promise to offer solutions to problems where es-
tablished, older paradigms fall short. To be able to keep promises, however, in-depth
studies of advantages and weaknesses of MAS solutions versus conventional ones in
practical applications are needed. In this paper we offer one such study. Climate con-
trol in large buildings is one application area where MAS, and market-oriented pro-
gramming in particular, have been reported to be very successful. We have therefore
constructed and implemented a variety of market designs for this problem, as well as
different standard control engineering solutions. This paper gives a detailed analysis
and comparison, so as to learn about differences between standard versus MAS ap-
proaches, and yielding new insights about benefits and limitations of computational
markets.

1 Introduction

When new paradigms arise on the scientific horizon, they must prove their value in com-
parison and competition with existing, more established ones. The multi-agent (MAS)
paradigm is no exception. In a recent book on software agents, edited by Jeffrey Brad-
shaw [Bradshaw, 1997], Norman observes that perhaps “the most relevant predecessors
to today’s intelligent agents are servomechanisms and other control devices”. And in-
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deed, a number of applications for which MAS have recently claimed success, are close
to the realm of what is traditionally called control engineering. One clear example is
the climate control of large buildings with many office rooms. Here, Huberman et al.
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] have constructed a working MAS solution based on a
market approach, which has been reported to outperform existing conventional control.

A key question is: in what respect and to what extent are multi-agent solutions bet-
ter than their alternatives? We believe that the above-mentioned application provides a
nice opportunity to study this question in more detail. It is practically very relevant, it
lends itself to alternative solutions, and it is quite prototypical for a wide range of indus-
trial applications in resource allocation (including the energy management applications
we are working on [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996], the file allocation problem of Kurose
and Simha [Kurose and Simha, 1989], and the flow problems investigated by Wellman
[Wellman, 1993]).

The contribution of this paper is a detailed analysis of a published MAS approach to build-
ing climate control and a comparison between this approach and traditional approaches.
We also introduce a novel approach to this problem based on a general equilibrium market.
From the analysis of these approaches we draw conclusions not only about the suitability
of these approaches, but of many other MAS approaches as well.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the application: it de-
scribes the office environment and gives the physical model for cooling power and the
various temperature and outside weather influences. First, we give a standard con-
trol engineering solution, based on local and independent integral controllers (Sec-
tion 3). Next, we consider the market-based approach as put forward by Huberman et al.
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] (Section 4), and we discuss a number of variations on
this market design (Section 5), providing a kind of factor analysis for its success. Section 6
then shows the results of an improved control engineering scheme that exploits global data.
Finally, we propose a market design of our own, based on local data only, and make a com-
parison across the different approaches (Section 7). Section 8 puts our results into perspec-
tive and summarizes the conclusions.

2 The Office Environment

In this section, we present the mathematical-physical model of the office environment. For
those readers who find the mathematics forbidding, we first give a conceptual summary
which makes it possible to skip the equations. The offices are attached to a pipe in which
the resource (cold air) is transported as in Figure 1. The characteristics of this system are
similar to the characteristics of a district heating system, but with offices instead of house-
holds. We assume that there are 100 offices in total, and that they are equally distributed
towards East, South, West and North.
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Figure 1: Offices and air transportation.

The thermodynamics of the office environment is actually quite simple. Every office is
seen as a storage place for heat, but heat may dissipate to its environment. In the model,
the thermodynamic behaviour of an office is equivalent to a simple electrical RC-circuit.
Here, voltage is analogous to temperature, and electrical current is analogous to heat flow.
C and R then respectively denote heat capacitance and heat losses to the environment.

A good general reference on thermodynamic models as we use here is
[Incropera and Witt, 1990]. The heat equations are continuous in time, but are dis-
cretized according to standard procedures used in control engineering, described e.g.,
in [Ogata, 1990]. The AI aspects of thermodynamic model building with component
libraries are discussed extensively in [Borst et al., 1997].

2.1 Basic Physical Properties

The resource treated is cooling power. Each office can only make use of a fraction, �, of
the available resource at that office, Paio, i.e.

Pcio � � � Paio; (1)

where Pcio is the consumed power. The available resource at one office is equal to the
available resource at the previous office minus the consumed resource at the previous of-
fice. Throughout the paper we use an � of 0.5. The index i denotes the time interval under
observation and the index o denotes the office under observation. This naming conven-
tion is used throughout the entire paper. In addition, the index k is also sometimes used
for time intervals.

We treat everything in discrete time with a time interval of one minute. For all offices the



temperature, Tio, is described by

Tio = T0;o +
iX

k=1

(Phko � Pcko)=Co; (2)

where Phko is the heating power and Co is the thermal capacitance. The heating power is
described by

Phio = (Tvio � Tio)=Ro; (3)

whereRo is the thermal resistance and Tvio is a virtual outdoor temperature detailed below.

¿From Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) we obtain

Tio =
1

1 + 1
RoCo

(Ti�1;o +
Tvio
Ro

� Pcio

Co

); i > 0: (4)

2.2 Weather Model

All external weather influences on the office environment are modelled by a virtual tem-
perature, representing outdoor temperature, sun radiation etc. We assume that there is sun-
shine every day and that the outdoor temperature, T outd, varies from 22 to 35�C according
to

T outd
i = 22 + 13 � e�((i�s�4) mod 24�12)2=20; (5)

where s is the length of each time interval expressed in hours, i.e. here s = 1=60.

The virtual temperature, Tvio, is described by

Tvio = T outd
i + Tro + Tdio; (6)

where Td is a random disturbance, thought to represent small fluctuations caused by e.g.
the wind. Td is Gaussian distributed with an average value of 0 and a standard deviation of
1. Tr is a sun radiation component. For the offices located at the East side Tr is described
by

TEast
ri = 8 � e�((i�s+4) mod 24�12)2=5: (7)

and correspondingly for the South and the West offices

T South
ri = 15 � e�(i�s mod 24�12)2=5 (8)

and
TWest
ri = 8 � e�((i�s�4) mod 24�12)2=5: (9)

The various temperatures are plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The leftmost plot shows the outdoor temperature, T
outd
i . The middle plot shows the

sun radiation components, Tr, (with peaks at time 8, 12, and 16 hours for offices located at the
East, South, and West side respectively). Finally, the outdoor temperature plus the sun radiation
components are plotted to the right.

2.3 Office Temperatures Without Control

In Figure 3, the temperature for a South oriented office is plotted with different thermal re-
sistances, Ro, and thermal capacitances, Co. For simplicity we assume all Ro to be equal
and all Co to be equal. From this figure we note two things: first, the higher RoCo the
bigger the lag in temperature changes, and second, the higher RoCo the smaller the fluctu-
ations in temperature. For the experiments in this paper we chose Ro = 10 and Co = 10.
An Ro or a Co equal to zero implies that Tio = Tvio, as can be seen by letting Ro or Co

approach zero in Eq. (4).
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Figure 3: The indoor temperature for an uncontrolled office is plotted for different values of the
thermal resistance and the thermal capacitance. Small values of the thermal resistance and capac-
itance give higher peaks, while higher values give smoother curves.



2.4 Simulations

All solutions discussed in this paper have been implemented in and simulated by the au-
thors using C++ on an IBM compatible PC running Windows95. Furthermore, for guaran-
teeing that a fair comparison on the same footing was carried out, all simulations have been
independently recreated and verified from the paper, as part of a master’s thesis project,
using Python on an IBM compatible PC running Linux.

3 CONTROL-A: Conventional Independent Controllers

3.1 Integral Control for the Offices

The application of regulating the office temperature has a long tradition in control theory.
The most widely known controllers are different variants of the PID controller. The letters
PID denote that the control signal is proportional to the error (i.e. the difference the be-
tween the setpoint and the actual value) — the P; proportional to the integral of the error
— the I; and proportional to the derivative of the error — the D. Here, we will use a variant
of the integrating controller, i.e., an I-controller, of the form

Fio = Fi�1;o + �(Tio � T setp
o ); (10)

where F is the output signal from the controller and � is a gain parameter. For the simu-
lations it is assumed that Fio will not be below 0 and that it will not exceed 3. The control
signal Fio is sent to the actuator and the actual Pcio is obtained from

Pcio =

(
Fio; Fio � � � Paio
� � Paio; Fio > � � Paio

: (11)

Plots of the office temperatures with different gains are shown in Figure 4. The gain of
the controller is not critical for this application. Too high a gain will result in the con-
troller overreacting when the temperature exceeds the setpoint, after which it will be under
the setpoint for quite some time. This leads to a larger error than if smaller adjustments
are made. Also, the amplitude of the control signal then gets unnecessarily high, but the
system does not get dangerously unstable. We note that the maximum deviation here is
�0:06�C. Thus, controllers using any of the three gains perform very well. Apart from
the plots shown here, also a step response has been analyzed. From a brief analysis we
chose a gain of 10.

The Performance Measure We use the same evaluation of the building control as Hu-
berman et al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995], namely the standard deviation of the de-
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Figure 4: The indoor temperature for an office, utilizing a integral controller, is plotted for differ-
ent controller gains.

viation from the setpoint,

StdDev(T � T setp) =

vuut 1

N

NX
o=1

[(Tio � T
setp
o )� (hTii � hT setpi)]2 (12)

where T setp is the setpoint temperature, hT i is the temperature averaged over all offices,
and hT setpi is the average setpoint temperature.
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Figure 5: The standard deviation, as defined in Eq. (12) for each interval, i, is plotted for different
amounts of available resource (130, 140, 150, and 160) with 100 offices. The lower the amount of
available resource the higher the standard deviation.

Limitations on Available Resource So far we have assumed that the total amount of
available resource is unlimited. Now we assume that there is a maximum value for the
power that is inserted into the system. In such a situation offices that are situated close to



the air input will have a sufficient amount of cool air, while those near the end will suf-
fer if totally uncoordinated controllers are used. Thus, the smaller the amount of the total
available resource, the larger the standard deviation will be. This is visualized in Figure 5.
From the figure we have chosen an upper limit for the total amount of resource of 140.

Discussion As seen from the example, independent integrating controllers perform very
well when the resource is unlimited. On the other hand, when there is a shortage of re-
source the standard deviation increases dramatically.

4 MARKET-A: The Approach by Huberman et al.

A MAS solution to the problem of building control has been presented by Huberman et al.
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Clearwater and Huberman, 1994]. The approach taken
is to model the resource allocation problem of the building environment as a computational
market where agents buy and sell resource. The non-separability in terms of agents, i.e.
the fact that the amount of resource the penultimate agent can use depends on how much
resource the last agent receives, is ignored.

The basic idea is that every office is represented by an agent that is responsible for making
good use of the resource and to this end trades resources with other agents. The agents
create bids which are sent to an auctioneer that calculates a clearing price, and makes sure
that no agent has to buy for a price higher than its bid nor has to sell for a price lower than
its bid.

Section 4.1 describes the mathematical details of this approach. The reader having no spe-
cial interest in these details may skip this part and take a look at the results of the corre-
sponding simulations in section 4.2.

4.1 Original Formulation

All formulas in this section were taken from [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] and
[Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].

Trade Volumes First, the decision for an agent to buy or sell is based on

tio =
T setp
o

Tio
�

hTii

hT setpi

(
tio > 1; seller

tio < 1; buyer
: (13)



Then the total trade volume, V , is calculated from

Vi =
NX
o=1

j1� tioj ; (14)

where N is the number of offices.

Then every agent calculates its request volume, v, according to

vio = �
j1� tioj

Vi
: (15)

When an agent buys or sells its v the actual movement of a valve, calledV AV , is computed
from

�V AVio = f(flowio; vio; V AVio); (16)

where f is an empirically determined function which is not explicitly given in the papers
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].

From this the actual V AV position for each interval is updated according to

V AVi+1;o = V AVio +�V AVio: (17)

Bids The bids are based on the marginal utility1 of the form described by

U(tio=T
setp
o ; mio) = [U(0; mio)]

(1�tio=T
setp
o ) = [U(0; mio)]

(1�
hTii

TiohT
setpi

)
; (18)

with
U(0; mio) = u3 � (u3 � u1)e

�mio; (19)

and
 = ln

�
u3 � u1

u3 � u2

�
; (20)

where u1 = 20, u2 = 200, and u3 = 2000, and m is the amount of money that an agent
has, as given by

mio = 100(2� V AVio): (21)

By observing Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), we note that the equations can be simplified to

U(0; mio) = u3 � (u3 � u1)e
�mio = u3 � (u3 � u1)(e

)�mio =

u3 � (u3 � u1)
�
u3�u1
u3�u2

��mio

:
(22)

Since the V AV varies between 0 and 1, the amount of money an agent has varies between
100 and 200, and thus U(0; m) varies between 1999.85632 and 1999.99999. Hence, the

1What Huberman et al. call utility in their work [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995,
Clearwater and Huberman, 1994] is generally called marginal utility in micro-economic theory.



notion of gold does not effect the marginal utility in practice, as will be verified by the
simulations in Section 5.

The bids are calculated from multiplying the marginal utility with the previous price, price,
according to

Bi+1;o = Uio(tio=T
setp
o ; mio)� pricei: (23)

Auction All bids are sent to an auctioneer which calculates a market price where supply
meets demand. All agents which requested to buy and which bids are above or equal to
the market price are assigned the corresponding amount, and, similarly, all agents which
requested to sell and which bids are below or equal to the market price are assigned the
corresponding of amount of resource.

Assumptions and Simplifications Since f in Eq. (16) above is not explicitly given and
since the relation between the V AV position and Pc is specific to the office environment,
we need to make an assumption about how the bid volumes relate to Pc. We take the sim-
plest choice and let Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) be replaced by

Fi+1;o = Fio � vio; (24)

where plus or minus depends on whether it was an accepted buy or sell bid. Pcio is obtained
from Eq. (11). This simplification is not crucial to our central line of reasoning.

As pointed out by Clearwater & Huberman [Clearwater and Huberman, 1994], the pur-
pose of the auction is only to reallocate between the agents and not to affect the average
temperature. This means that even if the valves are not opened very much, there is plenty
of resource in the system, and if the offices are all above the setpoint, no valve can open
further without another one closing. In order not to complicate the model further, the sim-
ulation is only performed in a time interval where there is a total lack of resource, with the
total available resource assigned to the system. Thus, we do not implement a mechanism
that inserts and deletes the total resource to the system. We choose to simulate between 3
p.m. and 7 p.m.

We assume the amount of money to be given by

mio = 100(2�
Fmax
o � Fio

Fmax
o

): (25)

Thus, the amount of money will vary from 100 to 200, as in the original work.

Eq. (23) turns out to produce major problems in simulations. Above we have seen that
U(0; m) � 2000. Equation (18) shows that U(tio=T setp

o ; mio) is minimized for minimized
Tio and maximized hTii

hT setpi
. As we can expect Tio to be well above 10�C and hTii

hT setpi
to be

well below 2, we can be sure that U(tio=T setp
o ; mio) will be well above 20001�

2

10 � 437.



Thus, the bidding price will never be below 437. Then, Eq. (23) tells us that the market
price will be at least price0 � 437i. This leads to numerical overflow after only a few
iterations. In practice the market price scales with approximately price0�1300i which of
course is even worse. We note however that, since all agents multiply their bids with the
previous price, this has no effect on the reallocation itself, but only affects the price level.
Therefore, we choose to omit multiplying by the previous price in our simulations, noting
that this leads to exactly the same allocations but avoids numerical overflow. Hence, the
bids are based on Eq. (18) rather than Eq. (23).

The price at each auction is adjusted until supply meets demand. But, since the bids are
given using discrete volumes, supply will seldom match demand exactly at the clearing
price. Normally, there will be a very small excess demand or supply. If there is an excess
supply, all buyers that are willing to pay at most the clearing price will buy, but not all
sellers that are willing to accept at least the clearing price can sell. In this situation, the
sellers are selected randomly from the valid candidates. The same procedure is used when
there is a small excess demand.

4.2 Simulations

Figure 6 shows two plots. The upper plot is the standard deviation when independent in-
tegrating controllers are used and the lower one shows the agent-based control scheme as
defined above. We found that an �, as described by Eq. (15), of 64 led to the smallest
overall standard deviation. It is seen that the agent approach offers at least one order of
magnitude of improvement.
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Figure 6: Standard deviation for independent controllers (top) and agent-based control (bottom).

Compared to the independent controllers this is indeed a major advance. It is clear
that the market coordination of the controllers leads to a much smaller standard devia-
tion and to higher comfort in the offices. This validates the results of Huberman et al.
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].



5 MARKET-A0: A Suite of Variations

In this section we present a suite of variations on the scheme presented in Section 4. The
main aim is to see if the scheme can be simplified without loss of performance.
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Figure 7: Standard deviation for the original scheme and a scheme with the gold dependencies
removed.

Deleting the Gold Dependency Plots of the standard deviation with the original scheme
as well as with a scheme where all gold dependencies have been removed — by setting
U(0; m) in Eq. (19) to a constant value (2000) — are shown in Figure 7. The scheme
without gold dependencies performs approximately as good as the original scheme. The
reason for this, as pointed out earlier, is thatU(0; m)’s gold dependency is extremely weak.
For the scheme without gold an � of 66 turned out to be optimal.
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Figure 8: Standard deviation for the scheme with the gold dependencies removed, compared to a
scheme with both the gold and temperature dependencies removed.

Deleting the Temperature Dependency The next issue is the marginal utility’s depen-
dence on the current temperature, i.e. the dependency ofU onT in Eq. (18). In Figure 8 the



standard deviation is plotted for the scheme without gold, mentioned above, and a scheme
where the dependency on the temperature has been removed as well. We see that also
here the performance is approximately as good as that of the original scheme. In order
to remove the temperature dependency from the marginal utility, we simply set all selling
prices to 10 and all buying prices to 100. If there is a mismatch between supply and de-
mand, say, supply exceeds demand, the agents that will sell are picked randomly. Here, an
� of 65 turned out to be optimal. Note that the temperature is still used to determine both
the bidding volume and the decision whether to buy or sell.
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Figure 9: Standard deviation with the auction scheme removed, compared to the original
MARKET-A scheme.

Deleting the Auction Next, we let the agents assign their bids to themselves without any
auction whatsoever. This means that the sum total of the controller outputs, Fio, might
sometimes exceed the total amount of resource and sometimes be below. The physical
model is of course still obeyed so that the total resource actually used, i.e. the sum of the
cooling power, Pcio, will never exceed the total amount of available resource, as described
by Eq. (1). The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 9. Note that this scheme is
roughly ten times better than the MARKET-A scheme. Here an � of 17 turned out to be
optimal.

Discussion At first glance, it might seem counterintuitive that performance actually im-
proves significantly when virtually all the core mechanisms of the market are removed.
First we showed that introducing the market improves performance considerably and then
we showed that most market mechanisms are superfluous. What, then, is the big differ-
ence between the uncoordinated integrating controller, the CONTROL-A scheme, and the
scheme without any auction that we ended up with? The simple answer, in our view, is the
access to global data, in terms of the average temperature and the average setpoint temper-
ature (as seen from Eq. (13) and Eq. (15)), in the MARKET-A and MARKET-A0 schemes.



6 CONTROL-B: A Standard Controller Using Global
Data

Having concluded that the access to global data is crucial for performance, it is of course
of interest to analyze what the performance of an integrating controller, like the one intro-
duced in Eq. (10), but now incorporating global data, would be.

We would like the controller to take into account not only its own deviation from its set-
point, but also to consider the deviations of the other offices from their setpoints. There-
fore, the controller in Eq. (10) is extended to

Fio = Fi�1;o + �[(Tio � T setp
o )� (hTii � hT setpi)]; (26)

where � is set to 10 as previously, and where Pcio, as before, is obtained from Eq. (11).

The plot from the simulation with this controller, compared to the MARKET-A simulation,
and to the MARKET-A0 simulation where the auction was removed, is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Standard deviation with an integrating controller that utilizes global data compared
to the MARKET-A scheme, and the MARKET-A0 scheme with the auction removed.

We see that the standard deviation is approximately the same for the CONTROL-B and the
MARKET-A0 schemes. Thus, also the CONTROL-B scheme performs roughly ten times
better than MARKET-A. An important difference, though, is that CONTROL-B employs
the well-known integrating controller for which there are well-understood methods and
theories for e.g. stability analysis2. In contrast, the MARKET-A scheme is not easily an-
alyzable from a formal theory perspective, since it does not rely on such well established
concepts.

2This holds under the assumption that the time scale of the variations of the average temperature is much
slower than the fluctuation of the temperature. This is a very reasonable assumption in the present case,
however.



7 MARKET-B: A Market with Local Data Only

In the previous sections we have seen that the computational market MARKET-A was out-
performed by the global control scheme CONTROL-B. It is an interesting question if a sim-
ple and well performing computational market approach can be devised that does not de-
pend on having available global information, in contrast to both these schemes. In this
section we show that this is indeed the case.

We adopt the concept of resource allocation, as proposed by Wellman [Wellman, 1993],
whereby general equilibrium theory is applied to resource allocation. We note that
any resource allocation problem with a single resource, like the ones treated in
[Ygge and Akkermans, 1996, Kurose and Simha, 1989], can be viewed as a proper market
exchange with two commodities: the resource r and money m. We then write the utility
function for each agent as u(r;m) = u(r)+m. The competitive behaviour for each agent,
then, is to trade r form whenever @u

@r
is below the current market price and vice versa. The

equilibrium price is a price, p, for r in terms of m, such that supply meets demand. Thus,
at market equilibrium all @u

@r
= p , except for the agents that are at their boundary values.

Agents being at their upper bounds will have a @u
@r

� p, and agents at their lower bounds
will have a @u

@r
� p. We note that the resulting equilibrium is identical to the Kuhn-Tucker

conditions for maximizing the sum of the utilities, when the utilities are concave and in-
dependent. Under these conditions, we know that the equilibrium is unique and that it is
equal to the solution maximizing the sum of the individual utilities.

7.1 The Relation Between Markets and Independent Controllers Uti-
lizing Global Data

The performance measure for the system is given by Eq. (12). The best system is therefore
the one that minimizes this equation. Hence, the most straightforward move one can think
of to come to a market model, is to take this measure as representing the utility function
for the overall system. So, the utility function for the individual agents is ideally related to
[(Tio�T setp

o )� (hTii� hT setpi)]2. 3 However, this is still a formulation containing global
information.

Thus, we want to obtain a purely local reformulation, by getting rid of the terms with hT i
containing the global information. We might replace them, though, by terms relating to
the changes in the local resource. In doing so, we take inspiration from the standard con-
troller equations Eq. (10) and Eq. (26), indicating that we get good results (for uncon-
strained resources) with the update equation Fio = Fi�1;o + �io, when �io has the form
�io = �(Tio � T setp

o ). The intended interpretation of �io is to represent the output that the
local controller would have delivered if acting independently with unconstrained resource.

3Since utilities are expressions of preference orderings, they are invariant under monotonic
transformations.



In the market setting each agent updates its control signal Fio throughFio = Fi�1;o+�Fio,
where �Fio is determined by the outcome of the market. Since the resource is only redis-
tributed among the agents, we have that

PN
o=1�Fio = 0. Accordingly, as a step in the

design of a MARKET-B scheme, based on local data only, we employ the following defi-
nition.

Definition 1. Assume as the utility function for the individual office agents:

u(�Fio) = ��2o(�Fio � �io)
2; (27)

where �o is a strength parameter for each office representing its physical properties such
as Ro and Co. The proper choice of �o is discussed in Proposition 2 later on.

Proposition 1. A general equilibrium market in which the agents hold the utility function
of Eq. (27) is equivalent to an integrating controller, the resource update equation of which
exploits global information and is described by:

�Fio = �io �
1

�2o � h1=�
2i
h�ii; (28)

given that no agent is at its boundary.

Proof. At equilibrium, all u0(�Fio) will be equal, and thus it will hold for every office that

�Fio��io =
�2
N

�2o
(�FiN��iN ). Summing the equations yields

PN�1
o=1 �Fio�

PN�1
o=1 �io =

�2N (�FiN � �iN)
PN�1

o=1
1
�2o

. Together with the resource constraint,
PN

o=1�Fio = 0, this

gives �FiN = �iN � 1
�2
N
�h1=�2i

h�ii. For reasons of symmetry, this equation holds for all
offices.

Corollary. For the special case where all �o are equal, and �io = �(Tio � T setp
o ), Equa-

tion (28) becomes exactly the CONTROL-B scheme as captured by Eq. (26). Conse-
quently, a computational market based on the utility function u(�Fio) = ��2o[�Fio �
�(Tio � T setp

o )]2, will always lead to a resource allocation identical to that of the global
CONTROL-B scheme.

In sum, we see that local data plus market communication is equivalent to independent
control utilizing global data. Even though our proof was based on the assumption that the
agents are never at their boundary values, it will be a very close approximation in most
practical applications. It should also be mentioned that managing the boundaries is not
required for a successful implementation. As seen above, omitting the management of
boundaries in the current application leads to CONTROL-B, which was shown to have a
very high performance.

7.2 Finding an Optimal Utility Function

In this section we show how an optimal utility function is constructed in the constrained
case, from an optimal controller for the unconstrained case.



Proposition 2. If Tio is a linear function of �Fio, 4 and if �io minimizes Eq. (12) in the
unconstrained case, then in a market where the utility functions are described by Eq. (27),
with �o = @Tio

@�Fio
, the associated market equilibrium minimizes Eq. (12) in the constrained

case, if the resource can be independently allocated among the agents.

Proof. Minimizing Eq. (12) boils down to minimizing f(Ti1; Ti2; : : : ; Tin) =
PN

o=1[(Tio�

T setp
o )�(hTii�hT

setpi)]2, since this is just a monotonic transformation. Due to the fact that
�io minimizes Eq. (12), it holds that @f

@�Fio
= 0 for �Fio = �io. This gives that Tio(�io) =

T setp
o � (hTii � hT setpi). Thus, f can be rewritten as

PN
o=1[Tio(�Fio)� Tio(�io)]

2. Since
Tio is a linear function of �Fio, we have that Tio(�Fio) = Tio(�io)+

@Tio
@�Fio

� (�Fio��io),

and hence f becomes
PN

o=1

�
@Tio
@�Fio

�2
(�Fio��io)

2. Thus f = �
PN

o=1 uo. Since we know
(as pointed out in the beginning of Section 7), that the equilibrium maximizes the sum of
the utilities we see that it minimizes f .

Discussion. Previously, we saw that the independent controller CONTROL-B that incor-
porates global data, viz. the average temperatures, performs very well. In this section we
positively answered the question if one can construct a market, MARKET-B, that is based
on local data only and that performs as good or even better.

In this section a market approach based on general equilibrium theory was used. This is of
course not the only available mechanism for resource allocation in MAS. It seems inter-
esting to try out other mechanisms, like the contract net protocol [Davis and Smith, 1983],
and see if they perform better. However, proposition 2 tells us that, if we treat this prob-
lem of building control as separable in terms of agents, like done by Huberman et al.,
there is no better scheme.5 For example, if we assigned all the resource to an auctioneer,
that on its turn would iteratively assign the resource in small portions to bidders bidding
with their true marginal utility, we would end up with something close to the competi-
tive equilibrium, but we can not do better than MARKET-B. Furthermore, this would be
an extremely inefficient way to arrive at equilibrium compared to other available methods
[Ygge and Akkermans, 1996, Andersson and Ygge, 1997]. That is, we can use different

4From the thermal model discussed in Section 2 (especially Eqs. (4) and (11)) we note that this is indeed
the case for a reasonably wide range. Another, and general, reason that this assumption is adequate, resides
in the fact that linearization around a working point (here, the minimum of f ) is a commonly used and suc-
cessful procedure in control engineering. Accordingly, the proposition can be read as giving the exact result,
when we cut off the Taylor expansion after the linear term. We mention in passing that the error made in f

due to this cut-off is only of third order with respect to the resource.
5We note that, as mentioned earlier, the problem is actually not really separable in terms of agents and

therefore better solutions may exist if this is taken into account. However, we believe that for managing
non-separability, centralized algorithms are likely to be even more competitive compared to distributed ones.
Another observation is that in this paper we have only investigated the case of using the current available
resource as the interesting commodity, as done by Huberman et al., and found an optimal mechanism for
that. At the same time, extending the negotiations to future resources as well, could potentially increase
performance, but this is a different problem setting with different demands on available local and/or global
information items, such as predictions.



mechanisms for achieving the competitive equilibrium, but we can never hope to find a
mechanism that would do better than the MARKET-B scheme.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

We believe that both the approach and the results, as presented in this paper, pose a general
challenge to the MAS community. Multi-agent systems offer a very new way of looking
at information technology, with potentially a big future impact. They may lead to what
Kuhn calls a ‘paradigm shift’ [Kuhn, 1970]. However, when new paradigms arise on the
scientific horizon, they must prove their value in comparison and competition with exist-
ing, more established ones. The MAS paradigm is no exception.

We have therefore deliberately played the role of the devil’s advocate in this paper. Any
new paradigm in science sparks off enthusiasm. But this tends to lead to a parochial view,
on its turn bringing along exaggerated claims and promises, and thus to wrong expectations
from society. Pride and prejudice are dangers lurking around the corner, even in the field
of MAS. These are not imaginary dangers, because the history of Artificial Intelligence
and computer science is full of examples. Take, as an example, the field of knowledge-
based systems. Knowledge systems actually are a success story. They are now in every-
day use around the world. Yet, we are very far from the ‘copying and automating human
experts’ image that was pictured to the public in the early eighties. According to some,
such ill-conceived expectations contributed to the so-called ‘AI Winter’ later in the decade.
Still, knowledge systems constitute a positive example, as they represent the single most
important commercial and industrial offspring from AI. But their role has become much
more modest, as intelligent support tools or assistants, usually functioning as knowledge-
intensive components embedded within much larger conventional information systems.

So, the key question to be answered by the MAS community is: in what respect and to
what extent are multi-agent solutions better than their more conventional alternatives?
And the key message of this paper is that arguing in favour of the multi-agent systems
paradigm does require much more careful analysis. As yet, there are hardly any studies
in the MAS literature of the kind carried out in the present paper. But as we have shown
in technical detail, old paradigms such as conventional control cannot be that easily dis-
missed. Paradigm shifts and scientific revolutions are brought about, not only through
noisy crowds (although these can indeed be very helpful), but by lots of hard everyday
technical work.

Abstract considerations alone, concerning what agents are, or on the general nature of
autonomy, rationality, and cooperation, are not sufficient to achieve this. Therefore, we
have taken a different approach, one that is bottom-up and application-oriented. In this
way, we aim at obtaining experimental data points on the basis of which convincing MAS
claims can be established. The data point considered in this paper is climate control within



a large building consisting of many offices. This is a quite prototypical application re-
lating to the general problem of optimal resource allocation in a highly distributed envi-
ronment. This class of problems has already received much attention in the MAS area.
Reportedly, this type of application is very suitable for market-oriented programming
[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995]. On the other hand, we have devised some more con-
ventional control engineering solutions, as well as alternative market designs. Important
conclusions of our investigation are:

� The market approach by [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] indeed outperforms a
standard control solution based on local, independent controllers. So, the MAS ap-
proach indeed yields a working solution to this type of problem.

� However, if conventional control schemes are allowed to exploit global information,
as does the market design of Huberman et al., they perform even better.

� We have proposed an alternative market design that uses local data only, and still
performs as good as a control engineering scheme having access to global informa-
tion.

� So, our general conclusion is that “local data + market communication = global
information”. The important difference is that in computational markets this global
information is an emergent property rather than a presupposed concept, as it is in
standard control.

These results provide the opportunity to more clearly state what the added value of market-
oriented programming is in this type of applications. There is a scientific role for de-
bunking here. As we have seen, one can model the situation in the more traditional
terms of control engineering. A similar argument regarding distributed resource allocation
could be construed, by the way, vis-à-vis mathematical optimization (cf. our discussion in
[Ygge and Akkermans, 1996]).

In our analysis we have focused on the market approach. It is tempting to ask whether
things are different when a non-market MAS approach is followed, say, using the contract
net [Davis and Smith, 1983]. As we argued, the answer in our opinion is a straightforward
no. Arguing for non-market approaches is not a way out, but a dead-end street. The goal
in the considered class of problems is to find the optimal distributed solution. Alterna-
tive MAS approaches, market as well as non-market ones, only change the multi-agent
dynamics on the way to this goal. This might be done in a better or poorer way, but it is
not possible to change this goal itself. The goal state in any MAS approach is, however
formulated, equivalent to market equilibrium, the yardstick for having achieved it is given
by some quantitative performance measure as we discussed, and both are stable across dif-
ferent MAS approaches.

The agent and market approach does give a highly intuitive and natural picture of prob-
lems in distributed environments — even when at a strictly algorithmic level it effectively



leads to the same end result as alternative approaches. We do believe that this is a value in
itself: for conceptual modelling, understanding, explanation, knowledge transfer. More-
over, models and pictures that have conceptual simplicity are more easily generalized to
more complicated situations, e.g., to allocation of multiple resources in multicommodity
markets [Wellman, 1993]. Because of its focus on local information, communication and
action, the agent paradigm is more flexible than centralized approaches. This does not
show up very clearly in the case analyzed here, because the underlying physics and mathe-
matics has been strongly simplified (for example, all offices and thermodynamic processes
are assumed to be equal). This will generally not be true in reality, and that will necessi-
tate a big modelling effort in centralized approaches as standard control engineering. For
the present case, we have shown that the MAS approach offers working solutions of equal
quality (see the simulation experiments and, for a formal and general result, our Proposi-
tion 1). As a point in favour of a MAS approach, we note that it can treat resource con-
straints relatively easily, see especially our Proposition 2.

So, when we have strong heterogeneity, large scale, and relative independence, we believe
that the agent approach starts to pay off. This is visible for example in the application
of power load management we are working on ourselves [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996].
It does have similarities with the application discussed in this paper, but for the reasons
mentioned the current industrial state of the art based on central control approaches is quite
limited. Notwithstanding this, it does not diminish the need for thorough analysis — of
(market) failures and successes.
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